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and all the talk was of preparations for war. By this time the storm 190*
centred about Serbia, which was making large demands for " com- ^ 55~56
pensation," both territorial and economic, with the apparent
support of Russia. Greece, too, was on the move, and desired the
annexation of Crete, which at the moment the British Government
could not abet without stultifying their principle that alterations in
the status quo needed the sanction of the Powers in Conference.
British Ministers continued to stand on their proposal to regularise
the situation through a Conference, but strongly urged Russia not
to encourage Serbia in her territorial demands, and said plainly
that, if these were persisted in, and war ensued, they would not be
willing to lend Russia armed assistance. It was nevertheless in
Asquith's mind that any war between the Alliances which broke out
in Europe would be likely to involve this country, for when Mr.
Balfour had observed that apart from the Entente, Treaty obliga-
tions would compel us to intervene if Germany violated Belgian
territory, he had not only assented but "said that the Franco-
German frontier is now so strong that the temptation to invade
Belgium might prove irresistible."1
King Edward pleaded for handling these questions "from a
European and International point of view," which was somewhat
in advance of the policy of his Government:
buckingham palace.
The King has read with very great interest Mr. Asquith's report of the
deliberation of yesterday's Cabinet.
He entirely concurs with the decision the Cabinet have come to
respecting the question of a Conference, and of what is proposed in
connection with the annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina and with the
declaration of the independence of Bulgaria.
As regards Crete, personally the King is most anxious that the Island
should be handed over to Greece, and he considers the question is in
some way analogous to that of Sweden and Norway- If some hope
could be held out to Crete that England would endeavour to obtain the
concurrence of the other contracting Powers to the handing over of the
Island to Greece, the Bang believes that Turkey would hardly care to
oppose the proposal, and a very thorny question could then be removed
from European politics.
With respect to the more important point, that of the Dardanelles, the
King is afraid that unless some hope is given to Russia that England and
the other Powers might grant the national aspirations of Russia on this
question, Monsieur Isvolsky will return to his country a discredited
man, and will have to resign, and it is impossible to say who his successor
might be. The King feels that after the Russian Convention -with England
of a year ago, we are bound, if we wish to retain her friendship, to give
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